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Presentation Notes
Creation story- how and why RTOs and ISOs were createdensure equal access to the power grid for non-utility firms, enhance the reliability of the transmission system and operate wholesale electricity marketsFERC ORDERS…About 70% of load in the US is part of an ISO/RTO, 10 in North America….BUT we were interested in understanding what was similar across RTOs and how they were different from one another. Independent, membership based non-profit organizationsCoordinate and monitor electric power systemsControl the wires and wholesale markets for powerCreated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, requiring non-discriminatory access to transmission and access to data on the price of transmission servicesIntroduced the RTO as a way for existing power pools to satisfy the requirements of order 888FERC Order 2000- supported state-level restructuring and wholesale competition by encourating vertically owned utilities to relinquish operational control of transmission lines to an independent agencyFacilitate transmission planning- establishing procedures for integrating state-level policy goals like RPS into transmission planning, providing cost allocation procedures to help share the costs and benefits of new lines
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Source: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
http://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/rto.asp

• Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission authorization

• Voluntary
• Independent 
• Responsive

Three Tasks
• Reliability
• Markets
• Planning
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Creation story- how and why RTOs and ISOs were createdensure equal access to the power grid for non-utility firms, enhance the reliability of the transmission system and operate wholesale electricity marketsFERC ORDERS…About 70% of load in the US is part of an ISO/RTO, 10 in North America….BUT we were interested in understanding what was similar across RTOs and how they were different from one another. Independent, membership based non-profit organizationsCoordinate and monitor electric power systemsControl the wires and wholesale markets for powerCreated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, requiring non-discriminatory access to transmission and access to data on the price of transmission servicesIntroduced the RTO as a way for existing power pools to satisfy the requirements of order 888FERC Order 2000- supported state-level restructuring and wholesale competition by encourating vertically owned utilities to relinquish operational control of transmission lines to an independent agencyFacilitate transmission planning- establishing procedures for integrating state-level policy goals like RPS into transmission planning, providing cost allocation procedures to help share the costs and benefits of new linesCAISO and MISO also have different venues and processes for engaging stakeholdersCAISOSingle stateLegacy interests from three large IOUsAuthorized in California statutes, the Governor of California appoints the Board, and Is perceived as aligned with California policy processesThe CAISO stakeholder process has been described as “participatory, rather than structured”No required membershipNo sector representationAd hoc stakeholder initiativesMISO IN CONTRASTMulti-stateMany load serving entities, transmission owners and other market participantsStates different levels of restructuring and different clean energy policy agendasThe MISO stakeholder process is structured with:Membership requirementsSector representationCommittee hierarchy and votingIn both organization staff exercise important authority.
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Presentation Notes
Quiz time! What does this number mean?  This is (roughly) the amount of electricity demand in the US that is no longer produced and transmitted via a traditional electric utility. Instead, the responsibility for this portion of US electricity demand (and associated planning) has been transferred to region-scale organizations called Regional Transmission Organizations.These federal regulatory efforts shaping the electric system began in 1996 when the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued Orders 888 and 889 requiring, among other things, non-discriminatory access to transmission and access to data on the price of transmission services (22). FERC first introduced the RTO as a way for existing power pools to satisfy the requirements of order 888 (23).  In 1999, FERC order 2000, known as the Regional Transmission Operator (RTO) rule further supported state-level restructuring and wholesale competition efforts by encouraging vertically owned utilities to relinquish operational control of transmission lines to an independent agency (22). Order 2000 further defined the RTO concept by outlining the characteristics necessary for an entity to qualify as an ISO or RTO (24, 25). In 2011 FERC issued Order 1000 in an attempt to facilitate transmission planning by both establishing procedures for integrating state-level policy goals like RPS into transmission planning, providing cost-allocation procedures to help the costs and benefits of new lines to be fairly shared and trying to encourage additional merchant transmission line development by limiting the right of first refusal (26). 
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Entire system…Weather, demand, transmission system, prices, integrated operation.12 hr shifts, map of system…Control errorsProjections of demandDifferent nodes at different times.



Rules Matter
(A lot)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But transmission is key…spatial piece of wind planning and  a smart grid, now integration is shaping the futureHow interconnection queue is handled, how interconnection and grid upgrades are pricedCREATING Institutional system to support Wind development, connection and integrationInterconnection with transmission system, also WIND DISPATCH on to electric systemExpiriments underwayMISO DIR Program,DIR Dispachable Intermittent Resources experiments…Wind bidding into the day ahead market



Similar Challenges
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• Technological change

• Clean energy policy goals

• Self-scheduling and manual curtailments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAISO and MISO also have different venues and processes for engaging stakeholdersCAISOSingle stateLegacy interests from three large IOUsAuthorized in California statutes, the Governor of California appoints the Board, and Is perceived as aligned with California policy processesThe CAISO stakeholder process has been described as “participatory, rather than structured”No required membershipNo sector representationAd hoc stakeholder initiativesMISO IN CONTRASTMulti-stateMany load serving entities, transmission owners and other market participantsStates different levels of restructuring and different clean energy policy agendasThe MISO stakeholder process is structured with:Membership requirementsSector representationCommittee hierarchy and votingIn both organization staff exercise important authority.



Different Venues and Processes
CAISO MISO

7

• Multi-state
• Many participants 
• Diverse state policy interests
• Membership
• Committees
• Sector representation

• Single state
• Legacy of three IOUs
• Aligned with CA policy
• Open participation
• Ad hoc initiative processes
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Presentation Notes
CAISO and MISO also have different venues and processes for engaging stakeholdersCAISOSingle stateLegacy interests from three large IOUsAuthorized in California statutes, the Governor of California appoints the Board, and Is perceived as aligned with California policy processesThe CAISO stakeholder process has been described as “participatory, rather than structured”No required membershipNo sector representationAd hoc stakeholder initiativesMISO IN CONTRASTMulti-stateMany load serving entities, transmission owners and other market participantsStates different levels of restructuring and different clean energy policy agendasThe MISO stakeholder process is structured with:Membership requirementsSector representationCommittee hierarchy and votingIn both organization staff exercise important authority.



The Electric Grid

RTO/ISO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is smart grid



From Sascha von Meier
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Presentation Notes
Blood Brain BarrierLinked logics.Planning…operations (reliability/dispatch), marketsAncillary service marketsEnergy markets (day-ahead and real time)Capacity market: Transmission & Distribution planning, incorporating carbon emissions goalsReliabilityPlanningMarkets and pricing
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State- PUC, Energy Office (Policies &Planning), Environmental Office (Siting)

Industrial, Commercial & Residential Consumers

Key Actors in RTO Decision Making

Civil Society Stakeholders

FERC
Federal  and State Courts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How these actors interact depends on the governance regimes…Who has power, who does not. And these differe across rtosTensions between state puc and RTO and FEDSStakeholdersThe biggest boogeyman in the room is FERCFERC is a wild card. Federal Power Act. Section 205 and 206Sections 205 and 206 of the act deal with the authority of the FERC over a public utility’s rates, terms andconditions for transmitting or selling electric energy in interstate commerce. The rates, terms and conditionsare required to be just and reasonable and not unduly discriminatory or preferential; otherwise, they aredeemed unlawful. This is generally referred to as the “just and reasonable” standard.Because PJM’s governing documents relate to the transmission and sale of electricity in interstate commerce,changes to the governing documents – the Operating Agreement, the Open Access Transmission Tariff andthe Reliability Assurance Agreement – must be accepted by the FERC.Sections 205 and 206 establish the standards for demonstrating why a proposed revision to a governingdocument should be approved by the FERC.Section 205 requires that the proposer of a revision demonstrate that the proposed rate, term or condition isjust and reasonable. Section 206 requires that the proposer of a revision meet a higher burden of proof: itmust demonstrate not only that the proposed change is just and reasonable, but also that the existingprovisions are unjust and unreasonable. 



Stakeholder Classes
PJM (5)
• Transmission Owners
• Generation Owners
• Electricity Distributors
• End Use Sectors
• Others

MISO (10)
• Transmission Owners
• Generation Owners/Independent 

Power Producers
• Power Marketers
• Transmission Dependent Utilities 

(munis/co-ops)
• Eligible End Use Customers
• Coordinating Members
• Transmission Developers
• State Regulators (OMS)*
• Consumer Advocates*
• Environmental/Other*

* Non Paying

CAISO (6)
• Transmission Owners
• Generation Owners
• Transmission Dependent Utilities
• End Users &  Retail Energy 

Providers
• Alternative Energy Providers
• Public Interest Groups
• Marketers



June 6 2016
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https://www.misoenergy.org/LMPContourMap/MISO_All.html1 26 2015 6amWhere you put the asset and WHEN it operates determines its value… 



Regional 
Transmission 
Organization

Jurisdiction Customers Generation 
capacity

Miles of HV 
Transmission Line

(km)

PJM Multi-state 61 million 183,000 MW 63,000
(101,000)

ISO-NE Multi-state 14 million 32,000 MW 8,000
(13,000)

MISO Multi-state 48 million 205,759 MW 65,000
(104,000)

SPP Multi-state 15 million 77,366 MW 48,000
(77,000)

ERCOT Single state 23 million 84,000 MW 40,500
(65,000)

CA-ISO Single state 30 million 59,000 MW 25,900
(41,000)

NYISO Single state 19.5 million 37,925 MW 11,005
(18,000)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Role of ISOs/RTOs, why they’re important:�Regional planning & operationEnergy marketOperationsOutage coordinationVoluntary organizationsIndependent, membership-based non-profitsDcontrols the wires and the wholesale market for powerGetting schedules, bidgs from load-serving entitiesSet pricesCoordinates, controls and monitors the electric power systemsSpp: http://www.spp.org/publications/SPP_Fast_Facts.pdf



Critical dimensions of RTO difference

• Single or multi-state 
• Member state politics/interests 
• Traditionally structured or restructured 

markets
• RTO member, voting and advisory structure
• RTO stakeholder interests, power and 

opportunities
• Role of FERC (and shifting politics of FERC)
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Presentation Notes
Single or multi-state …relative interests and closeness to influence by state political actorsMember state politics/interests –governor agenda, resources, politics, legacy generationTraditionally structured or restructured markets, role of puc and power RTO voting and advisory structure, role of states within this mixRTO stakeholder interests, power and opportunities…who has legacy interestes? How will different groups change. 
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Creation story- how and why RTOs and ISOs were createdensure equal access to the power grid for non-utility firms, enhance the reliability of the transmission system and operate wholesale electricity marketsFERC ORDERS…About 70% of load in the US is part of an ISO/RTO, 10 in North America….BUT we were interested in understanding what was similar across RTOs and how they were different from one another. Independent, membership based non-profit organizationsCoordinate and monitor electric power systemsControl the wires and wholesale markets for powerCreated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, requiring non-discriminatory access to transmission and access to data on the price of transmission servicesIntroduced the RTO as a way for existing power pools to satisfy the requirements of order 888FERC Order 2000- supported state-level restructuring and wholesale competition by encourating vertically owned utilities to relinquish operational control of transmission lines to an independent agencyFacilitate transmission planning- establishing procedures for integrating state-level policy goals like RPS into transmission planning, providing cost allocation procedures to help share the costs and benefits of new lines



NSF PROJECT: Decision Making within RTOs
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Review of documents and 
observation of meetings

Semi-structured interviews 
with stakeholders

57 interviews in PJM/MISO /CAISO to date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSF-funded project between Boise State, UMN and Penn State that examines the processes that different RTOs are using to adapt to external pressures, primarily related to renewable power generation. The nature of these pressures varies – in MISO this means primarily wind and in California it means primarily solar. The multi-stakeholder nature of RTOs means that decision-making is inherently complex – we are trying to understand the stakeholder makeup in each RTO area and how that translates into formal decision processes and informal mechanisms that stakeholders employ to influence or direct those processes.We are doing this work through review of RTO documents, direct observation of various committee meetings and a series of interviews with stakeholders.



Research Design
Making sense of policy implementation variations:

Program intervention
Legitimate authority

Comparative case study
Simons, 2009; Merriam, 2009

Policy Implementation in Practice 
Moulton and Sandfort 2016

Co-Evolution of Technology and Policy
Geels 2004; Hughes, 1983; Hirsh, 1999; Dworkin, Sidortsov & Sovocool, 
2013; Stephens, Wilson & Peterson, 2015
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A qualitative approach to make sense of policy implementation variations.We focus on specific program interventions and the use of social skills to legitimate authority and shape decision making.****This research involves document review (70+), stakeholder meeting observations, and stakeholder interviews (42). The methods rely on thick description, immersion in the context, and the self-reflexivity of the researcher (Tracy 2013).  (a) worthy topic, (b) rich rigor, (c) sincerity, (d) credibility, (e) resonance, (f) significant contribution, (g) ethics, and (h) meaningful coherence. (Tracy, 2010)Strategic action field theory an a structuration model of technology focus on how the formation, stability and change of bounded social structures can help explain the action within and between social groups and can shape outcomes (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991; Fligstein & McAdam, 2011, 2012; Giddens, 1984). Building on these ideas, Moulton and Sandfort (2016) conceive of policy implementation as occurring in strategic action fields that form around a public service intervention. Moulton and Sandfort (2016) framework focuses on the social skills of actors as drivers of change or stability. A social skill is the ability of an actor “to induce cooperation by appealing to and helping to create shared meanings and collective identities” 



Energy source is regionally important

Source: Edison Electric Institute: Electricity 101 2006
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Presentation Notes
Charles Brush  first US wind turbine, 1888http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Wind_turbine_1888_Charles_Brush.jpgMODEL of dynamic energy systems…interplays between technology PolicyinnovationNow, we are changing how wind turbines are controlled…Ability of wind to provide ancillary services take better control of markets., deminish power losses from wind farm turbulence



Integration Requires Policy Changes

• Integration requires technological, policy, and institutional 
change

MANY OPTIONS
• Transmission infrastructure
• Advanced forecasting
• Flexible gas generation
• Distributed energy resources
• Demand response
• Energy storage
• Economic dispatch 
• Regional coordination

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wind and solar integration requires technological, policy, and institutional change to increases OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY.There are MANY OPTIONS for accommodating renewables including . . . Economic dispatch and regional coordination, which are the focus of this research.******How does policy implementation occur in the electricity system? ******A number of studies have found that high renewable penetration is technically feasible in the United States, but will require technological, policy and institutional change to promote a more flexible grid (NREL, E3, CEERT). 
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Presentation Notes
From an engineers perspecitve, you build where the windiest areas areYou will notice Canada does not exist…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUEUEMany of these…power point plants…not likely to ever be builtNREL: http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/pdfs/wind_maps/installed_capacity_current.pdfAlso, size of wind projects different…in TX 50% of projects were owned by 3 developers and 10 times larger than in MN. This has political ramifications2011 Added: 3,444 megawatts (MW) of wind power capacity installed, bringing total installations in 2011 to 6,810 MW. The U.S. wind industry now totals 46,919 MW of cumulative wind capacity through the end of 2011. There are over 8,300 MW currently under construction involving over 100 separate projects spanning 31 states plus Puerto Rico. FROM AWEA…ANOTHER 13MW was added in 2012… ALL is connected to grid, must be 



MISO RPS

https://www.misoenergy.org/WhatWeDo/StrategicInitiatives/Pages/RenewablePortfolioStandards.aspx



Regional Transmission Organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy meteo german company now providing second to second wind information The Dispatchable Intermittent Resource program- to me, that's smart grid. Rather than a wind farm being curtailed to its minimum megawatts for the next five hours, because I don't know how you impact my system, because you're not part of my algorithm,  MISORenewable energy generation



Dispatchable Intermittent Resources (DIR)
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Source: JT SMITH, MISO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changing how turbines operateNOW most wind  in miso footprint is controlled and curtailed…it bidts into the market and In this example the DIR submitted an offer price of -$40Notice even in the unconstrained example, the forecast isn’t perfect.  Some stakeholders have suggested this may be an optimistic illustration based upon the current state of forecasting technology. HOW DIR WORKS:Bid into the day ahead market5 minute true oup before dispatchFollow miso signals (XCEL experiences, follow down, but not upGoal, is to make wind more viable, increase system relaiblility, market effectivenessTarget by March 2013 to have all wind connected to grid. This will be enhanced by better wind forecasting…energie meteo, from mark altsrom, for next 72 hoursNew market rulesStorage (MISO v. NE iso for milage payments value 2 times greater )Intermitttent dispachable tariffsInterconnection proceeduresAND This is different across all areas…CA ISOMISO Wind Records•All time peak 10,012 MW– 11/23/12 02:53•60 Min Ramp up* +2,296 MW – 11/21/12•60 Min Ramp dn* -2,495 MW– 11/21/12



MISO Day Ahead Wind Forecast

https://www.misoenergy.org/MarketsOperations/RealTimeMarketData/Pages/DayAheadWindForecast.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Day Ahead Wind Forecast MISO Day Ahead Wind Generation Forecast is provided by a third party vendor. The forecast is produced based on Numerical Weather Prediction models with weather forecast services that are procured by the wind vendor. The snapshot of the forecast is captured at 3:45 p.m. MISO system time the day prior to the displayed day. The displayed date represents the 24 hour of the current calendar day. All points on the chart represent the hourly integrated value and are displayed with the timestamp at the hour ending.  



MISO Real Time Wind Generation

https://www.misoenergy.org/MarketsOperations/RealTimeMarketData/Pages/RealTimeWindGeneration.aspx



https://www.misoenergy.org/_layouts/MISO/ECM/Redirect.aspx?ID=2
17198 accessed 5/25/16

https://www.misoenergy.org/_layouts/MISO/ECM/Redirect.aspx?ID=217198




Motion MISO Committee Assignments for DIR Program Development
MISO Stakeholder  Work Committee Advisory Committee Motions for DIR Program 
Markets Subcommittee
To provide input and policy guidance to 
Management and the Advisory Committee on 
market activities. The MSC reviews and considers 
the elements of existing and future market 
design and implementation and conducts 
ongoing evaluations of market mechanisms and 
suggest refinements as necessary. (Committee 
Charter amended February 3, 2009)

Motion # 1 –Develop a product to address the 
amplified load following requirement 
Motion # 2 – Develop market rules to exploit new 
technologies
Motion # 3 Develop guidelines related to Congestion 
Management and Minimum Generation Events 
Motion # 4 – Develop recommendations on the 
treatment of Energy Resources under Emergency 
Conditions
Motion # 5 –Develop Wind Forecasting policy

Reliability Subcommittee (RSC)
The purpose of the Reliability Subcommittee is 
for members to advise, guide, and provide 
recommendations for decision making in areas 
affecting reliability. (Committee Charter March 3, 
2009)

Motion # 6 - Develop RTO frequency response 
requirements 
Motion # 7 – Develop rules governing new 
technologies from an operational and reliability 
perspective 

Planning Advisory Committee (PAC)
The Planning Advisory Committee is formed to 
provide advice to the MISO Planning Staff on 
policy matters related to the process, adequacy, 
integrity and fairness of the MISO wide 
transmission expansion plan. (Committee 
Charter REDLINE 3/2009)

Motion # 8 –Develop interconnection rules for Energy 
Resources 
Motion # 9 – Evaluate System Stability and Conditions 
Motion # 10 – Consider interconnection requirements 
to exploit new technologies



"Come into my algorithm, and I can 
dispatch you down for five minutes rather 
than for five hours, and then bring you 
back up once my congestion issue is gone.“

- MISO Focus Group participant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Dispatchable Intermittent Resource program- to me, that's smart grid. Rather than a wind farm being curtailed to its minimum megawatts for the next five hours, because I don't know how you impact my system, because you're not part of my algorithm, we're now saying- Renewable energy generation



MISO Dispatchable Intermittent Resources

32
Source: Rudd
https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Meeting%20Material/
Stakeholder/RSC/2013/20130514/20130514%20RSC%20Item%2011%
20Wind%20Curtailment%20with%20RSC%20and%20OWG%20Recommendations.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contrast, one of MISO’s major initiatives for renewables integration has been the dispatchable intermittent RESOURCE program, which phased in economic dispatch for most wind resources between 2011 and 2013.The DIR program treats wind resources as “comparable to other dispatchable generation” and REQUIRES wind to be available for automatic dispatchNearly 80% of MISO wind is now dispatchable (2014 State of Market Report).******DIR resources are:Can set the real-time energy price,Can participate in the day ahead market, andAre eligible for uplift paymentsCan modify forecasts up to 10 minute prior to the operating hourPhysically capable of responding to dispatch instructions ( from nearly zero to a forecasted maximum)

https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Meeting%20Material/


MISO Wind Compared to State RPS 
Targets 2015-6

33
Source: MISO Informational Forum March 2016; https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Meeting%20Material/
Stakeholder/Informational%20Forum/2016/20160322/20160322%20Informational%20Forum%20Presentation.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the MISO market, the DIR program was relatively uncontroversial.  Informal WORKSHOPS provided venues for stakeholders to express diverse positions.  AND the frequent manual wind curtailments ALIGNED the interests of wind generators, utilities with PPAs, grid operators, and state policy makers and created pressure to resolve the issue. The DIR: Provides operational flexibility by making renewables more dynamicAllows wind to be used more efficiently ANDProvides greater certainty for new investment in wind project. Wind is exceeding targets for current RPS targets, but wind curtailment has to some extent shifted from being  manual s to economic AND other options to address over generation and provide flexible ramping could create additional efficiencies and contribute to achieving higher penetrations of variable renewable resources

https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Meeting%20Material/Stakeholder/Informational%20Forum/2016/
https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Meeting%20Material/Stakeholder/Informational%20Forum/2016/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creation story- how and why RTOs and ISOs were createdensure equal access to the power grid for non-utility firms, enhance the reliability of the transmission system and operate wholesale electricity marketsFERC ORDERS…About 70% of load in the US is part of an ISO/RTO, 10 in North America….BUT we were interested in understanding what was similar across RTOs and how they were different from one another. Independent, membership based non-profit organizationsCoordinate and monitor electric power systemsControl the wires and wholesale markets for powerCreated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, requiring non-discriminatory access to transmission and access to data on the price of transmission servicesIntroduced the RTO as a way for existing power pools to satisfy the requirements of order 888FERC Order 2000- supported state-level restructuring and wholesale competition by encourating vertically owned utilities to relinquish operational control of transmission lines to an independent agencyFacilitate transmission planning- establishing procedures for integrating state-level policy goals like RPS into transmission planning, providing cost allocation procedures to help share the costs and benefits of new lines



35CAISO; Loutan, 2015http://www.caiso.com/Documents/Briefing_DuckCurve_CurrentSystemConditions-
ISOPresentation-July2015.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the CAISO market, initial proposals to introduce incentives for more economic bids were highly controversial.  LEGACY interests, pressure from accelerating clean energy GOALS, and the STCKINESS of long-term power purchase agreements prevented this initiative from moving forward.  The EIM was also difficult to move forward but the venue for decision making shifted and California and other Western stakeholders were able to further diverse interests --  improved efficiency, market opportunities, and clean energy – with the novel structure of the EIM. This initiative: Provides operational flexibility by making conventional resources and the system more dynamic But with California moving to a 50% RPS target and working to achieve aggressive GHG goals, the EIM didn’t resolve the question of curtailments and CAISO is engaged in multiple initiatives to further improve system flexibility (e.g., storage and distributed resources).*****Has raised fundamental questions of governance.



April 2015 event surpassed original estimates of net-
load reduction with higher solar generation  

Typical Spring Day

Net Load 14,160 MW 
on April 5, 2015 at 

15:46

Slide 36
Slide Courtesy of Lorenzo Kristov from CAISO, 2016 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The market expansion is really a critically important step toward meeting our climate goals, in the long term, especially,” Carl Zichella, NRDC's director of western transmission, said in a Tuesday interview. “The way we operate the western grid is probably the most inefficient way you could run a grid.”Right now, most of the balancing authorities across the region covered by the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) manage their trading of energy via bilateral contracts traded on an hourly basis. That offers much less liquidity and transparency than the sub-hourly markets run by grid operators like CAISO, PJM or  ERCOT. 



CAISO Energy Imbalance Market

38

Source: California Independent System Operator
http://www.caiso.com/informed/Pages/EIMOverview/Default.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of CAISO’s major initiatives for renewable integration has been the creation of an energy imbalance market . . .. . . The EIM extends CAISO’s real-time market services to participating balancing authoritiesThe EIM improves operational flexibility by:Capturing the benefit of geographic diversity in load and resources,Providing access to additional flexible reserves,To date, SIX investor-owned utilities have decided to participate in the EIM.*******BUT does not allow BAs to participate in the forward energy market – day ahead and hour ahead -- or the ancillary services market.Participating in the EIM is voluntary and the choice to participate is made by individual BAs/utilities.Providing 5 minute automated dispatch.EIM expansion, according to a July report from CAISO (PDF). Implementing a regional energy market including CAISO and PacifiCorp would reduce power-related carbon emissions by about 12 million tons by 2030, and save California ratepayers up to $894 million, with some $691 million of that attributable to regional renewable procurement savings, the study found.At the same time, we’ve seen some parties express concern that the merger, made possible by last year’s passage of California energy bill AB 350, has been moving too fast. Those include public power providers like the Sacramento Municipal Utility District, who’ve said they’re concerned the expansion could have unforeseen effects on the cost of energy, transmission charges and other issues.It also includes the Sierra Club, which has pointed out that the



http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/gov.-brown-puts-hold-on-california-pacificorp-grid-market-merger-for-now



Similar Challenges

40

• Technological change

• Clean energy policy goals

• Self-scheduling and manual curtailments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAISO and MISO also have different venues and processes for engaging stakeholdersCAISOSingle stateLegacy interests from three large IOUsAuthorized in California statutes, the Governor of California appoints the Board, and Is perceived as aligned with California policy processesThe CAISO stakeholder process has been described as “participatory, rather than structured”No required membershipNo sector representationAd hoc stakeholder initiativesMISO IN CONTRASTMulti-stateMany load serving entities, transmission owners and other market participantsStates different levels of restructuring and different clean energy policy agendasThe MISO stakeholder process is structured with:Membership requirementsSector representationCommittee hierarchy and votingIn both organization staff exercise important authority.



Different Venues and Processes
CAISO MISO

41

• Multi-state
• Many participants 
• Diverse state policy interests
• Membership
• Committees
• Sector representation

• Single state
• Legacy of three IOUs
• Aligned with CA policy
• Open participation
• Ad hoc initiative processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAISO and MISO also have different venues and processes for engaging stakeholdersCAISOSingle stateLegacy interests from three large IOUsAuthorized in California statutes, the Governor of California appoints the Board, and Is perceived as aligned with California policy processesThe CAISO stakeholder process has been described as “participatory, rather than structured”No required membershipNo sector representationAd hoc stakeholder initiativesMISO IN CONTRASTMulti-stateMany load serving entities, transmission owners and other market participantsStates different levels of restructuring and different clean energy policy agendasThe MISO stakeholder process is structured with:Membership requirementsSector representationCommittee hierarchy and votingIn both organization staff exercise important authority.



Different Existing Program Technology
MISO

Lack of renewable
dispatch flexibility

CAISO

Long-term challenge balancing 
the system

42

Manual 
Curtailments 2009 2010

Number 1,141 2,117

As % of wind 
generation 1.6% 3.7%

Source: Bird, Cochran and Wang, 2014

CAISO; Loutan, 2015http://www.caiso.com/Documents/Briefing_DuckCurve_CurrentSystemConditions-ISOPresentation-July2015.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIRST, in understanding these difference CAISO and MISO had different existing program technologies.In the CAISO market, renewables are treated as “must-take” resources and have reduced exposure to penalties.The CAISO market experienced Infrequent curtailments; but the system faced negative prices and inefficiency.The MISO market experienced what was considered significant curtailment, and developers and off-takers were subject to penalties.******PIRP in place since 2003-2004.[due to more frequent events requiring the system to switch away from lower cost, but inflexible imports (reducing lower cost imports and using dispatchable thermal).]MISO stakeholders ALSO had concerns about the distribution of cost impacts under EXISTING RULES  driven by the need for more regulation and capacity.



Different Relationships
CAISO MISO

43

“I think the thing that really 
sets apart California is, again, 

the statutory creation. It binds 
the ISO to the state in ways 

that just doesn’t happen 
elsewhere.” [CAISO Stakeholder]

“Our interest isn’t really 
integrating renewables; it’s 
meeting the laws efficiently 

and reliably.” [MISO 
Stakeholder] 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In both RTOs – social skills are important in driving decision making.



Different Constructs of the Issue
CAISO MISO
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“Ensure grid reliability while 
leading the transition to a low 

carbon grid.”
[2014-2016 Strategic Plan]

“Desired outcomes of wind 
integration effort . . .Keep a level 

playing field for all generation 
types.”

[MISO Presentation]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within these existing contexts and processes, CAISO and MISO have different constructions of the issue.Role in relation to state policy . . . Treatment of renewable resources.



“Unanticipated Interactions and 
Consequences”

“Our markets are non-convex, 
complicated, multi-product 
markets (…) require uplift 
payments to avoid a non-

confiscatory market”
--Reviewer #2



Studying RTOs

• RTO decisions direct billions of dollars in 
investments and shape architecture and value 
for current and future energy system assets

• Planning and market decisions are a socially-
negotiated processes and vary between RTO

• Outsider perspectives miss critical details due 
to proprietary information, differences and 
potential path dependencies

• Discuss.



Decision-Making in Regional Transmission 
Organizations

Co-conspirators: Natalie Nelson Marsh, David Solan, 
Stephanie Lenhart (Boise State)

Seth Blumsack and Nicholas Johnson (Penn State), 
Benjamin Stafford (UMN)

• S Lenhart, N Nelson-Marsh, EJ Wilson, D Solan (2016) Electricity governance and the Western 
energy imbalance market in the United States: The necessity of interorganizational
collaboration,  Energy Research & Social Science 19 94-107 doi:10.1016/j.erss.2016.05.015

• Stafford, B, EJ Wilson, (2016) Winds of Change in Energy Systems: Policy Implementation, 
Technology Deployment, and Regional Transmission Organizations in the United States, Energy 
Research & Social Science 21 222-236 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2016.08.001

And one more on PJM in the works….

Acknowledgement: NSF #SES-1261670 and 
MN-DRIVE
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2016.05.015
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2016.08.001






“We have the gift of 
lots of wind, but it 
doesn’t seem the 
transmission lines are 
in the right place. […]
‘How do you get the 
wind from here to 
there without it being 
too expensive for the 
wrong people?’ “
--MISO Stakeholder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Repeat: Control systems for wind changing how the technology is engineered and controlled….Hardware and software to respond to environmental conditions (wind), laws, and markets to mazimize power, maximize lifetimeAnd respond to economic and environmental systemsPredicting how much wind will be on the system. Meterological data is crucial….Energie meteo, german company providing data for operation of grid….persistance and changing market considerations. 



“Well, I feel that this has 
been very successful. 

Everyone is equally dissatisfied.”

--MISO

What is a Successful Stakeholder Process?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mutally assured discontent? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need for new transmission infrastructure takes on different visions…Talking to engineers, come up with a picture similar to the AEP supergrid overlay…large 765 kv linesConnecting america on top of existing infrastrcutre, imprve relaiblility  and ability to integrate large quantities ofWind. 



“We could sit down with crayons 
and write on a map a few lines that 

would make all kinds of sense to 
make stuff move around.  Then we 
would take 20 years to figure out 

who pays for it.”

--CAISO Stakeholder 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Powerline describes the opposition of rural Minnesotans to the building of a high voltage powerline across 430 miles of farmland from central North Dakota to the Twin Cities suburbs. Convinced that the safety of their families and the health of their land was disregarded in favor of the gluttonous energy consumption of cities, the farmer-led revolt began as questioning and escalated to rampant civil disobedience, peaking in 1978 when nearly half of Minnesota's state highway patrol was engaged in stopping sabotage of the project.After construction was completed, the powerline proved difficult to defend and unprecedented guerrilla warfare brought many towers to the ground (due to "bolt weevils"). Through pulse-quickening personal interviews and big-picture analysis, Powerline lays bare the latent and unexpected power of the people of rural America-and resonates strongly with today's energy debates.Paul Wellstone (1944-2002) was professor of political science at Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota, and worked as a political organizer before being elected to the Senate in 1990. His untimely death in a plane crash during the 2002 election galvanized public interest in his vision for progressive politics. His work, ideas, and beliefs are described in The Conscience of a Liberal, available in paperback from the University of Minnesota Press.Barry M. Casper is a professor of physics at Carleton College and the author of Lost in Washington: Finding the Way Back to Democracy in America (2000).
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MVP Portfolio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HOW PLANNING HAPPENS, 5 futures…bau, high gas, low carbon..all socially negotiated. New Political tools…Midwest governors association and miso co planning process. Economic, reliablity AND POLICY…precursor to Order 1000High, low, and no regrets. But there is another vision, growing from the bottom up.Most siting and approval power for transmission rests at the state levels,And these projects…lower 345kV lines…the no regrets policy proposed by MISO$5.5 billion dollars in MVP investmentsIf lucky would be built to support wind…$5 billion dollars…. upheld by the 7th circuit court. Even this vision is radical…states don’t cooperate very well on this planning, especiallyWhen it comes to cost allocation



Cost Allocation
= 

Blood Sport



2 Books

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Law book very big, good if you have any doors that blow open…



https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Report/IMM/2013%20State%20of%20the%20Market%20Analytical%20Appendix.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Report/IMM/2013%20State%20of%20the%20Market%20Analytical%20Appendix.pdf
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